Clarifications/Amendments for Tender No: IISc/CSB-AV/2022-23: Tender for Supply and Installation of Acoustics, Audio-Visual, HVAC, Lighting & Furniture for Auditorium, Classrooms and Video
Conferencing Room (Reference: https://iisc.ac.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/IISc_CSB-AV_2022-23_rev3.pdf)
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Tender
Particulars

Original Clause In

Clarifications

Bidder should have at least 5(five) years experience in Auditorium
Interior and Turnkey Fitout, which includes Acoustical treatment,
Audio Visual Equipment, HVAC, Stage and General Lighting, Seats
and other allied works such as fabricating, supplying and installing
modular furniture to Central/State Govt. Departments/
PSUs/Banks/reputed/IT and other premier educational institutions.

Provide all details related to projects with auditorium fit out and all
other verticals mentioned in the tender (Auditorium Interior and
Turnkey Fitout, which includes Acoustical treatment, Audio Visual
Equipment, HVAC, Stage and General Lighting, Seats and other
allied works such as fabricating, supplying and installing modular
furniture). Committee shall take a decision based on the documents
provided.

Bidder should have executed at least one order of similar nature (as
defined in Point no. 2) with a minimum value of Rs 300 lakhs
SECTION 2 – (Rupees Three Hundred Lakhs only) in each year, during any 3 of the
ELIGIBILITY last 5 years.
CRITERIA

Three orders of similar nature, each of at least 300 Lakhs
during the last 5 years.

Average of Rs.20 crores in 3 of the last 5 years is
acceptable, provided the turnover during each of those 3
years does not fall below Rs.15 crores.

The Bidder should have a minimum Annual Turnover of Rs. 20 crore
in Auditorium Fitout as mentioned in Point no.2 above and fixture
and furnishing during any 3 of the last 5 years.
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Amendments

Copy of Audited Statement of Accounts to be submitted a certificate
The Bidder should have a minimum Annual Turnover of Rs. 20 crore from the charted accountant may kindly be furnished indicating the
in Auditorium Fitout as mentioned in Point no.2 above and fixture
turnover
and furnishing during any 3 of the last 5 years.
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(i) The technical bid consisting of technical details and the
commercial terms and conditions without any commercial
values of items should be placed in an envelope and sealed,
super scribing as "Technical Bid”. Also, superscribe on the
envelope "Name and address of the tendering firm." The
soft copy of the technical bid and all other documents
OTHER THAN THE COMMERCIAL BID should be
loaded on a pen drive in PDF format should be placed in
the Techincal Bid Envelope

(i) The technical bid consisting of technical details and the
SECTION 3 - commercial terms and conditions without any commercial values of
Terms and items should be placed in an envelope and sealed, super scribing as
Conditions "Technical Bid”. Also, superscribe on the envelope "Name and
address of the tendering firm."
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